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Abstract
“Symbiosis – mutually advantageous”
This paper investigates the relationship between ‘design history’ and ‘business studies’. The aim of the paper is
to explore the purpose of the different disciplines and the way in which they are taught within the area of
industrial design. The paper is approached from a perspective that design history and business studies need to
have greater synthesis for each other, that the current approach of teaching them as separate entities, one which
focuses on the historical and the other dealing with anticipating and evaluating current situations, is a barrier to
the education of the industrial design student 

Within the area of design history there is no doubt that the shift in focus over the past seventy years from Nikolaus
Pevsner’s (1960) approach, which concentrated on the endeavours of the individual’s creativity, to the more recent
wider evaluation of the technological, social, economic and political context has been one of the most significant
and valuable contributions to the teaching of design history and design education (Woodham 1997). Adrian
Forty’s (1986) ‘Objects of Desire’ and Henry Petroski’s (1997) ‘Invention by Design. How Engineers Get from
Thought to Thing’, recast the role of designer / engineer as minor players in a far more complex environment
which involves social, cultural, communication, analysis failure and quality control issues to name but a few.

Alternatively ‘Business Studies’ is a generic term which focuses on a number of areas (depending on the syllabus)
which embraces a diverse range of skills from the simple business letter through to the development of a
marketing strategy. For the purpose of this paper ‘business studies’ is defined as strategic marketing embracing
the classical view that it involves decisions and analysis concerning the four Ps: product, place, price and
promotion, and including the extended version by Booms and Bitner (1981) which, incorporates physical
evidence, people and processes. Furthermore it will examine the way in which external issues are addressed and
presented within the business studies teaching framework.

The way in which the two disciplines treat design, products and their contexts illustrates the different agendas
which each subject is working towards and polarises issues that could be beneficial to the student. For example,
in general reviewing history of design texts the emphasis is on broad areas such as ‘National Identity’, (Woodham
1997), ‘New Products for New Life Styles’, (Sparke 1986), ‘The ‘American system’ and mass production’ (Heskett
1980) and many more themes. In addition there is little or no mention of which products were unpopular, failed
to reach the target market or failed on their launch. Design history in the UK tends to draw on history and social
anthropology but avoids marketing and business case study material.

In contrast business studies and marketing texts emphasise the specific, focusing on decision making relating to
pricing, product, promotion and the target market frequently drawing on examples which have succeeded or
failed commercially. In both cases each subject has its own jargon and terminology which rejects any cross
reference. 
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This paper aims to open up discussion surrounding the two subjects  and explore the way in which the areas could
be bought together in order to provide a more symbiotic and holistic perspective of product design and the
business marketing context. 

THE SYMBIOTIC RELATIONSHIP OF DESIGN HISTORY AND BUSINESS
STUDIES WITHIN PRODUCT DESIGN TEACHING IN THE FACE OF THE NEW
KNOWLEDGE ECONOMY.

“ Symbiosis – mutually advantageous”

This paper sets out to explore the traditional approach adopted for the teaching  of design history / contextual
studies to product design students. The aim is explore the role of design history and business studies and examine
how they can  be refocused and integrated to provide a more appropriate model for product design students in
the face of the new knowledge economy.

BACKGROUND TO THE UK

Nearly all 47 single subject product design courses across the UK teach design history / design studies / contextual
studies as part of the degree programme. The units come in many disguises and involve a variety of different
teaching methods. For example in the case of Glasgow School of Art, second year students undertake a design
and context unit which may, if the student wishes involve social science lectures at the University. At the University
of East London (UEL) contextual studies is taught from year one involving practical translations of objects and
research, through to the third year dissertation which may explore ethical issues relating to children and marketing
or as in one submission this year, an investigation into the history, purpose and future of skyscrapers post 9/11.
The aim of the third year dissertation is not to provide a historical narrative on a series of artefacts but  to
encourage students to actively engage in theories and debates relating to society, culture and technology.

In addition and to a less extent business studies is also seen as a worthy and relevant subject to the education of
the product designer, this again may be taken in many forms such as managing and marketing design and design
finance. Depending on the name of the course the emphasis may differ for example some focusing on
professional practice and others providing a framework for developing a marketing plan. 

Through my professional experience and involvement at different design institutions both contextual studies and
business studies on the whole are treated individually to each other; one only has to look at the cultures of the
different subjects and of the people teaching to realise that one is viewed as a subject that involves analysing
objects, society and beliefs, with the other embedded in business theory providing tools to measure achievement
and develop critical thinking skills (Browne et al 2001). For the student the purpose of undertaking one usually
contextual / design studies, or ideally both of these subjects, is to develop their expertise and critical knowledge
within the field of product design.  There is no denying that this does occur but it may also be argued that
students view their contextual / design history as separate entities which share little or no commonality with their
design projects or business studies. This paper proposes that in light of the new knowledge economy that is
occurring, product design teaching needs to reconsider how contextual studies and not immediately apparent
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related subjects such as business studies can be integrated to create a more appropriate and relevant paradigm
for product design students to understand the world around them. Both contextual studies and business studies
offer great opportunities to introduce debates on consumption, culture, social change, entrepreneurship
marketing and brand development. 

THE NEED TO RE-THINK CONTEXTUAL STUDIES AND BUSINESS STUDIES

According to the recent International Design History Conference in Istanbul (July 2002) design history as a subject
has undergone rapid growth in the last twenty five years and it may be argued that from a Western perspective
has been exhausted (Design History Conference 2002). As educators in the field we need to question the role and
relevance of contextual studies and ask what is it bringing to the design education of the industrial designer.
Margaret Perivoliotis (2002) at the Design History Conference stated that at her Institution TEI (Technological
Educational Institution in Athens). 

The study of history of design, for all the twenty years that it has been part of the TEI’s academic
curriculum, though it covers a long academic period, has been little more than a classification of events,
names and pictures, and subconsciously only a source of inspiration for young designers in much the
same way that general culture motivated design movements and ideas.

Much if not all of the current contextual studies / design history, for product designers has its roots grounded in
the design history teaching texts developed in the 1980s. Industrial Design (Heskett 1985) Objects of Desire
(Forty1986), Introduction to Design and Culture in the 20th Century (Sparke 1986). As a foundation for
understanding the material world these texts and others too numerous to list provide a rich resource and ideal
starting point for understanding the origins of products and the forces shaping them. In addition to this, the
importance for the industrial designer to have a visual historical understanding of architecture and design cannot
be under-estimated.

However, contextual studies / design history for all its benefits  is embedded in  a 19th  and early 20th century
perspective of old economies where society and the economy were organised around the physical, material and
tangible assets and products. In contrast in the 21st century products are increasingly about invisible knowledge
rather than hard artefacts. Leadbeater  (1999) demonstrates this with his reference to Henry Ford’s River Rouge
plant.

The miracle of plants like River Rouge was that all those raw materials could be transformed so efficiently
into a car. Increasingly the real value in a car lies in what weighs least. We are buying an object of
intelligence embedded within it.

Design history texts although valuable focus, to identify a few key areas, on the means of production,
standardisation notions of good and bad design, and the shift to mechanisation and mass manufacture. In the 20th

century we have seen the evolution from material object to invisible services. Increasingly in the 21st century we
are focusing on flexible intelligent environments, which reflect and adapt to different emotional requirements and
physical needs. In the future the design historian will need to draw on a far wider field in order to define the world
through its material and social context. For example, at the recent International Consumer Electronics Show (ICES)
in Las Vegas consumer electronic companies offered their vision of a networked digital future (The Guardian
23.1.03 ). The connected home was central to such key players as Bill Gates who talked of “devices working
together with synergy to realise the potential of the digital decade” and Sony’s chief executive Kumitake Ande who
predicted the re-birth of the TV as an “always on connected device” (b). According to the article the purpose of
these devices, which are currently in various formats, will be their ability to distribute video streams from a central
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server to different screens around the home (c). In addition the article predicted that the next big development will
come from the P.C rather than the consumer electronics industry, how they will respond will be interesting (d).

What is clear from this article is that debate surrounding these ‘devices’, is focused on the technology such as
wired or wireless alternatives and bandwidths and their capability. In terms of the hard product currently the
image is of anonymous discreet boxes but the fact that the industry refers to them as devices rather than a generic
name demonstrates the shift away from a recognisable product. 

WHAT IS THE NEW KNOWLEDGE ECONOMY?

In the new knowledge economy  the value of the manufactured product will come more from its software and
intelligence and greater consumption of services. With the advent of home entertainment centres which down
load music, films and internet the relevance of the product becomes secondary to the service providers. On the
service side retail banking provides an example of the increasingly invisible nature of personalised  banking; no
longer are we confronted by the imposing Victorian architecture of the high street banks, the nine thirty to three
thirty banking hours. Instead we are presented with buzzy brands, banking provision from supermarkets, twenty
four hour internet and telephone banking and personal advisors who are flexible and responsive to individual
working patterns.   

According to Leadbeater (1999) what matters is not information but the capacity to make sense of it quickly,
turning it into understanding, insight and judgement

No more is this so readily demonstrated than in Friends reunited the phenomenally successful school nostalgia
website (The Guardian 13.01.03).  Started in a spare bedroom and inspired by Julie Pankhurst an IT specialist who
when she became pregnant began wondering how many of her school friends had children, she is now
considering with her husband and co-founder Jason Porter, offers of over £30m from big internet companies
keen to buy their data base of 6.7 million email addresses. The success of this company is not based on a material
object but is based on insight and judgement. 

THE NEW KNOWLEDGE ECONOMY AND THE CREATIVE INDUSTRIES

Within the design profession design consultancies are acknowledging the need for greater tailoring of services to
customers.  For example if  one considers a recent paper by Lavrans Løvlie (July 2002) “Tomorrows services” the
author who runs a London based service innovation and design company “Livework”  discusses the need to
“design services that help people express who they are” (a). From a design perspectives the author identifies key
qualities that well designed services should achieve and the elements required to create such a phenomenon. Well
designed services should reflect relationships, values and emotions. To achieve this the author sites interaction
design and branding as key elements backed up with product design and business consulting. 

In order to acquire new levels of creativity and innovation companies need to also rethink their working practices.
St Lukes the advertising firm have been at the fore front of such changes since their establishment in 1995. St
Lukes which occupies the old Wolf Olins  Callard and Bowser factory building in Euston has the atmosphere of a
cross between a café and a library (Leadbeater 1991). On a visit with students from UEL in 1998 the students
were shown brand meeting rooms belonging to clients (Ikea, Just 17) not offices, each of which was uniquely
decorated to demonstrate the brand values. Bunk beds with pop posters and make up for the Just 17 magazine,
and a living room decorated and styled with Ikea furniture and accessories created unique working environments.
From the visit the students were inspired, excited and amused by the approach. Leadbetter (1999) writes that
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meetings at St Lukes about that client’s account take place in the brand room, staff work at large communal
tables and no one is allowed to colonzie a regular place. Furthermore all staff carry personalised mobile phones
which they pick up at reception  when they come in, they can be contacted wherever they are in the building
which is networked via computer (a).

These two limited examples illustrate how the creative industries are addressing and shaping new ideas and
working practices as part of and in response to the new knowledge economy. Thus in the future knowledge,
information, tailored flexible services and products capturing the very essence of who and what we are will be
developed. How we encourage future students  to adapt to these new challenges will depend on how we address
and integrate contextual issues.

BUSINESS STUDIES AND ITS ROLE

Increasingly design is playing an ever greater role in company strategies. Design is no longer viewed as an isolated
activity but frequently viewed as a key component to business strategy used to generate revenue, deliver profits,
facilitate and define corporate objectives (Formosa, Kroeter 2002) This is clearly demonstrated with such examples
as the Ian Schrager Hotels, Selfridges stores, through to the Strasbourg tram system. Design is multi-faceted in
that it translates ideas (adopting a new technology), beliefs (recyclability) and orders information and ideas into
a digestible format that can be targeted to diverse but specific audiences.
At the University of East London, Business Studies for the Product Design degree focuses on the principles of
strategic marketing which incorporates the 4Ps (Product, Price, Place and Promotion) of the marketing mix
relating to the marketing of products and three additional Ps (Physical Environment, People and Processes) which
provides the framework for creating services (Booms, Bitner 1981). In many respects the extension of the 4Ps to
the 7Ps in the 1980s reflects the shift from a manufacturing based economy to a service based one. 

In the first year the foundations of the marketing mix are taught together with the SWOT  situation analysis
(Strengths, Weaknesses Opportunities and Threats) and by the third year business studies is incorporated into the
major design project whereby the student is encouraged to tie their product / service development in to a host
company and develop a brand in conjunction with or around the host company. Many of the products developed
have a service element attached to them. For example a final year marketing plan in 2001 for the business studies
unit examined the market for launch of a new integrated cycle system for London to be owned and controlled
by easybike a subsidiary of the easyGroup, operating in conjunction with London Transport (Drew 2001). To
quote from the introduction:

The integrated hire system employs the use of a newly designed fleet of portable folding bikes
engineered specifically by Brompton Bicycles Ltd. for the exclusive use within the easyBike service.

The new fleet of folding bikes as the major design project was justified through a sound business case and an
extensive marketing plan. The final report provided a comprehensive overview of the cycle hire/ folding bike
market, identifying and targeting user groups, identifying existing operators and outlining the social, economic
and political trends that surrounded the new business proposal (a). The idea for the product was closely linked to
the transport issues affecting Britains urban environments.

In the second year the students are also taught the importance of product differentiation and the role of brands
in creating differentiated offers. Once again in the new economy of the 21st century the emphasis of UEL’s
business studies teaching is on the importance of the brand and the intangible assets in communicating a large
amount of information regarding a product range. Furthermore, students in the second year are encouraged to
find articles from quality papers and journals that relate to changes in society, retailers, services and or technology.
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They are also expected to draw on historical examples and explore any parallels with events today. 

In addition to their own selection of articles, business cases, again taken from the broad-sheet press are regularly
used, where the student is given forty minutes to read and undertake a SWOT analysis (internal Strengths
Weakness, external Opportunities and Threats) on the business environment relating to the company or service.
They are expected after this time to make valued judgements on internal issues relating to the marketing mix and
external opportunities and threats for the organisation. To give a flavour of the articles used the following topics
have been listed.

• The opening of a MacDonalds Hotel in Switzerland, 
• Pret a Manger’s move to the USA, 
• The secret of Bob the Builders success
• Manufacturers of Eco products learning how to improve branding.
• St Lukes interior categories survey for Ikea
• Manchester’s new Selfridges store and its use of design as a marketing tool.

The aim of this exercise is to encourage students to evaluate and assess situations within a relatively short period
of time relating to products, services and organisations. What makes a brand (Bob the builder), the problems
associated with introducing a brand into a different cultural context (Pret a Manger), service diversification and
brand values (MacDonalds) are to name but a few of the topics generated from the above articles. What emerges
is students anticipating and engaging in issues and events that continue to shape their product design education
and ideally will assist them in their professional design careers. Students are also expected to question the sources
of information in relation to the stand taken.

Throughout the three years on the product design course students are taken on visits to advertising agencies, (St
Lukes) and design consultancies (PDD, Pentagram) and visiting lecturers are arranged from design consultancies,
manufacturers and retailers. Business studies and the design staff work in conjunction with each other arranging visits,
and integrating business studies research with design projects especially blue sky projects with industry. At intervals
both informally and formally staff are in touch with each other to discuss research gathering, technical, academic and
professional expertise that would be of benefit to the students and their design projects. The aim throughout the
course is to build and integrate knowledge from the different threads that make up the product design discipline.

THE FUTURE: GREATER SYMBIOSIS BETWEEN 
CONTEXTUAL STUDIES AND BUSINESS STUDIES

This paper is based very much on my own experiences of
teaching both contextual studies / design history and
business studies. It is rare to find a lecturer in both fields and
some may argue that the disciplines require separate and
dedicated staff. However, what these teaching
opportunities have provided me with is a perceptual map
that illustrates the overlap that exists between the subjects
(Figure 1.) and the immense value that students can gain
from applying both a historical perspective and business
theory approach to case material and contextual issues.
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Figure 1. shows the integration of contextual studies / design history with
the 7Ps of the marketing mix. Each element of the marketing mix impacts
and relates, in varying degrees, to key historical issues identified from a
contextual studies / design history perspective.  



Business studies and marketing strategies are responsive and linked to real life events and thus understanding
market, social trends and demographic information are all valuable for the education of product design students.
Cross disciplinary case study material and newspaper and journal articles increasingly need to be drawn on to
provide a new emphasis which moves the contextual studies from the analysis of the product to greater
awareness of consumption, branding, new markets and entrepreneurship.

Material that is taught on MBAs, for example the Entrepreneurial History module from the Harvard Business
School provides a different perspective of for example, Josiah Wedgwood as discussed by Forty (1986), but still
has immense value to product design students and provides a new focus for contextual studies. This case study
together with five others ranging from Heinz through to Howard Schultz and Starbucks Coffee shift the teaching
emphasis away from a production perspective to one focusing on consumption and entrepreneurship. This allows
students to make parallels with todays companies, where the focus is less on the technological material
developments of a product but more on how markets are developed during dramatic social, demographic,
technological, managerial and perceptual transition (Harvard Business School 2001). This material is not found
within the design history remit here in the UK but within the business school culture of the USA. This approach
allows a much greater synthesis and many more parallels to be made between events occurring today and events
from design history. To quote the teaching notes (HBS 2001) 

“They are intended to be taught in business school courses principally on entrepreneurship and business
history, but also on brand marketing and general management….The material is designed to enhance
student’s understanding of how individual entrepreneurs have translated their own insights and
inspiration into enduring strategically effective connections with consumers and best-of-class
organizations”. 

Finally, in addition to a greater integration between contextual studies / design history and business studies the
SWOT analysis should also be viewed and used as a tool to enable students to evaluate any product / service
environment within a design history context (Figure 2). The external opportunities and threats based on the
SLEPTE acronym (Social, legal, economic, political, technological and environmental issues) for the SWOT analysis
provides an ideal framework for students to understand the inter-relationship between contextual issues.
Furthermore by applying it to contextual studies / design history the student gains a greater awareness of what
constitutes external issues and is more able to make comparisons between historical events and contemporary
issues. They are also able to see history repeat itself as it does in so many disguises. Through this approach the
integration between business studies and contextual studies provides a more integrated basis in which students
can visualise the past, read the present and predict the future.

This paper is not meant to undermine or discredit what
is being taught or researched within contextual studies
/ design history but proposes that for contextual
studies to maintain its relevance to product design and
the emerging knowledge economy the subject requires
much greater integration and attention to business and
marketing disciplines.
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Figure 2. Shows the theoretical framework for the SWOT analysis.
Fundamental to a marketing audit this framework has also been applied
to the contextual studies teaching at UEL for exploring the development
of electrical appliances and material developments such as plastics.
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